MODULE CAPABILITIES

Universal’s Solutions put you in Control
From simple linear EVERLINE® LED modules to complex full fixture designs, Universal’s flexible solutions put YOU in control.

EVERLINE LED Standard Modules are designed for use in high performance lighting fixtures with features that include high efficacy, excellent lumen maintenance, and consistent color. EVERLINE LED modules are available in linear and round configurations for a variety of lighting fixture styles. We provide modules for DLC® Standard and DLC® Premium luminaires. We also offer select Assembled in the U.S.A. modules from our Huntsville AL facility.

For a list of DesignLights Consortium® QPL listed products please visit www.designlights.org/qpl/en/saved/UBU24XJ
Universal Lighting Technologies, Douglas Lighting Controls and Vossloh-Schwabe, sister companies are together wholly owned by Panasonic, a world leader in lighting, have a vast technical staff with expertise in optical, thermal, electrical, software development, communications hardware, embedded system design, and mechanical design. Our engineers look at the total LED light engine design to ensure a seamless unique solution. We can support a “matched” Module and Driver system for optimal light performance.

Having the right materials for your solution means we can meet the rigorous requirements of your design in a wide variety of applications.

Universal begins with your original concept and looks at the whole system when recommending a solution. Universal has access to a wide range of components, from sourced LEDs, to Printed Circuit Board (PCB) materials, optical systems and connector types. We are not obligated to use a specific manufacturer’s product so we are not limited to specific devices. This independence allows us to provide the true light engine solution for your system requirement.
Universal offers thousands of standard and Zhaga models of modules in the EVERLINE® LED family. Most of the modules we sell are custom solutions. A consignment program is available. We have the unrivaled broadest range of performance and form factor options, by which all others are measured.

We are unique in the market because we offer a variety of patterns, shapes and sizes, from simple to complex designs.

MANUFACTURING OPTIONS

Universal offers a fully equipped North American manufacturing facility with flex assemblies, and PPAP/UL/ISO capability.

Our engineering facility in Mexico is ISO 9001:2015 certified, and holds an IAS accredited lab. Universal’s focus on operational excellence begins with conceptual design and extends to volume manufacturing. As a long-time supplier of lighting components, Universal has adopted innovative processes in manufacturing and logistics to increase our flexibility. Our North American manufacturing helps mitigate risk of being out of product waiting for air freight on spike orders. We offer high volume potential with thousands of modules produced per day. We have assisted in over 500 custom module designs in the past year from custom linear architectural, outdoor, industrial high/low bay and cove lighting, to troffers, downlights, accent lights, pendants, and sconces. Custom module packaging is designed to comply with International Safe Transit Association (ISTA).
Universal Lighting Technologies, the North American flagship for Panasonic Lighting, has been on the cutting edge of high efficiency lighting design. For over 70 years the company continues to push the industry towards increasingly higher standards of energy efficiency for LED systems, and control systems. As a member of the Panasonic Group, and a global leader, we can leverage global capabilities, and resources in R&D.

**EVERLINE** is a preferred brand for TOP TIER OEM PROVIDERS

**No excuses. YOU are our priority.**

We bring you solutions. Developing close relationships with our customers is important to us. We provide what you need, when you need it. Custom marketing support is just a phone call away. We are honored to have earned your trust over seven decades with our established expertise.
Universal undergoes stringent design validation testing with a battery of rigorous tests to make sure the module works with a robust range of applications. We utilize state of the art, calibrated to NIST standards equipment to ensure everything works properly including electrical, optical, thermal, and photometric validation.
Our industry-best testing helps you deliver your final precise product with confidence, and our control measures give you the quality you expect.

One hundred percent of our production is tested to ensure the proper LED placement and operation, provide the designed light output, and are well within our 3 SDCM color consistency requirements. We stand behind our reliable product with 5 and select extended warranties.

Conformal coating material is an available option. It is applied to an electronic device to act as protection against moisture, dust, chemicals, and temperature extremes.
It’s **EASY** to **REACH US**...

**UNIVERSAL LIGHTING TECHNOLOGIES, INC.**
51 Century Blvd., Suite 230
Nashville, TN 37214-3683

GENERAL INFO: **(615) 316-5100**

For Technical Engineering Services (TES), application support and warranty information, call **1-800-225-5278**

WEBSITE: [unvl.it.com](http://unvl.it.com)
EMAIL: [webmaster@unvl.it.com](mailto:webmaster@unvl.it.com)
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